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Tane
I'm a speech-language pathologist who works with Spanish-speaking preschoolers. I ordered this
book to help kids practice their language (e.g., naming words, making sentences) and I'm so glad I
got it. I think it would be great for parents and teachers too. The pictures are clear and colorful, and
are organized into helpful categories (e.g., food pictures, clothes, farm animals, letters, numbers,
etc.). So, for example, when I'm doing a lesson on "food" words, the book has a whole section on
food pictures that I can use with the kids (e.g., we can name the pictures, say our favorite foods,
pretend it's a restaurant menu, etc.). The book is actually jam-packed with words (the title's not

kidding when it says it's "grande"), which could be a good or a bad thing. It may be overwhelming
for younger kids to read through the whole book at a time (it would take a long time to get through),
so depending on the child's attention span, you may want to pick one section of pictures to read at a
time. Also, the pages are thin, so really young kids may have a harder time turning pages. I've also
gotten Priddy's "Little Word Book," which may work better for the itty-bitties (it's got thick, easy-toturn pages and many less words). Overall, great book for practicing language skills.
Agagamand
I have kids 4 and 2 years old, this book is fantastic, it has great pictures, images, bright clear, the
kids can clearly see the images. When you have kids this age it is good idea to have this support
material to introduce them into a new world, they learn to Name things and speak it up. I fell happy
with this book. thanks! JC
Arakus
This book has brought enjoyment to my daughter for the past few years. We now use it to practice
her french. The only reason I did not give it 5 stars is that some of the pages rip out of the spine
when turning the pages. Otherwise the pages are great and the pics are very eye catching.
felt boot
My grandsons love this book.
Tygrarad
Very clean and good condition
Modar
I loved this book and so did my kids. However, they loved it so much that the pages are now falling
out. This isn't because they've abused it, but because of the wire spiral-type binding and thin pages
that the book is made of. Although this feature allows for more pages and ease of turning, one wrong
turn of accidental hard turn and RIIIIPPP, there goes half the page on food. However, that's what
they made tape for - right?
Great great book and I highly recommend it. However, be forewarned that you'll have to tape things
here and there because of the book design, but some of that is just life with growing children.
Impala Frozen
This book was a huge help in teaching my son words. He originally had the spiral bound version but
he kept wripping the pages out by mistake. We kept that copy and bought a bound version also. This
makes a great gift!
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